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A Russian born woman is seeking to break all kinds of 
stereotypes and boundaries to entry into the NFL by 
women that exist. Currently there are not many alter-
natives for women who seek to play football. Those 
that do exist are, at least in 1 case, demeaning and 
full of lingerie, thongs, and likely accidental disrobals, 
which is great for fans watching it; not so much for 
the players.

Russian born Anastasia Strovoski is hoping to change 
it all. Having competed in one of the combines al-
ready, she made a name for herself amongst the stars.

Scouts say that the woman hit harder than a lineman, 
ran as fast as a linebacker, and could catch the ball 
pretty well.

“By all means she’s very qualified. Naturally though, 
just because someone is qualified doesn’t mean 
they make it through. There are other factors at work. 
Hopefully a team needs what she brings.”

Scouts also mentioned that while she showed po-
tential, her lack of a college career could hamper her. 
One scout mentioned that “while you may have the 
skills at the recruitment session, we don’t know how 
you handle under the pressure. After all, playing in a 
small school or combine is vastly different than play-
ing in a professional game with hundreds of thou-
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This weekend, various people begged 
USG for money. I bet Rifle Club still asked 

for 10 million for a new range.

You’re going to have to pardon the actual news and that 
for the most part, this story is just a rewrite of ACTUAL 
NEWS, but this news is too good to not be news.

As many of you know, Whose Line is it Anyway is like one 
of the best things to happen to television since television. 
Seriously hilarious. It seems that The CW is planning on 
reviving the show for all of it’s dedicated fans who have 
watched reruns and clips on YouTube all these years.

It seems that ever since the tweet by Colin Mochrie, 
he’s been slowly working to bring back the show. So 
far, Colin, Wayne, and Ryan are signed on. Drew Carry 
will not be returning to the show, however to replace 
him will be Aisha Tyler. Who’s Aisha Tyler? Oh nobody 
but LANA from ARCHER. Yeah, let that sink in.

The show is supposedly keeping it’s same general format 
as before with a few changes. There will still be a guest 
comedian on each episode with the main 3, and sup-
posedly some of the segments will remain. I’m not really 
sure how the copyright and IP laws work here, but for 
our sakes I hope they work for the better!

In any case, the show will begin airing this summer with 
10 episodes for sure. Depending on how well it is re-
ceived, The CW may buy some more episodes, which 
means you all know what you need to do: Figure out 
what the fuck the CW is, and then buy it for your cable. 
DO IT YOU SIEVE.
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If the facts don’t fit the theory, change the facts.
       -Albert Einstein

MTU Freshman Girl!

Hey guys!  We made a meme last year!  We might be a bit biased, but MTU 
Freshman Girl is surely one of the best memes the internet has ever seen!  
However, like all memes, she needs new material to stay alive!  Do you have 
an idea for her?  Let us know at bull@mtu.edu or on our Facespacepagebook!



sands if not millions watching your every move. That sort of pressure can 
really wear you down and change your performance.”

Currently she is expected to picked up in the 4th round sometime, assum-
ing that she’s not overlooked for some of her more... male competitors. 
Regardless, most scouts are expecting a provisional contract for 1 year for 
her to see how it works out.

One off the field concern remains for her and the men’s locker-room, and 
some are wondering if they’ll have to make a separate locker room just for 
her. When questioned she merely said “I have no problem showering with 
the guys. My high school was the same way.”

The NFL has not yet mentioned their concerns on this aspect, but are likely 
to make a statement before signing. It is likely that the NFL will demand or 
otherwise subsidize the addition of a secondary locker-room to any stadi-
ums that lack them should she be signed there, but no word yet.
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The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for 
buying our own damn printer that this publication 
is printed on.  We would also like to thank the 
Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our 
paper and toner costs.
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One night in East McNair, a stealthy Pokémon trainer 
sought out the most famous Pokémon of all: Pika-
chu. After 5 poke balls, a snickers bar, and a bit 
of luck, Pikachu was finally captured. Freshman 
Courtney awoke the next morning to discover her 
beloved Pikachu was missing. “I was hoping that a 
cute boy took it and was keeping it for ransom,” 
said Courtney. “I made missing posters in hopes 
that he would return Pikachu and claim his prize.” 

A few days later, she received a ransom note fea-
turing a man in a gas mask and trench coat hold-
ing Pikachu. When asked how she felt about the 
Pikachu snatcher, she stated “He wasn’t who I ex-
pected, but he could still be cute underneath the 
mask.” In hopes of finally seeing the mystery man, 
Courtney waited at the vending machine to see 
who would collect the ransom. Suddenly, the el-
evator doors opened and out ran the man in a gas 
mask. He checked under the vending machine and 
noticed she didn’t meet his demands, so off he ran 
into the night. A few hours later, a video of Pikachu 
being burnt to a crisp surfaced on Facebook. The 
Pikachu snatcher also replaced the name tag with a 
mutilated Pikachu. 

“Maybe someday, I’ll see the face of Pikachu’s captor. But until then, I can only dream that it was either Fabio or 
Robert Pattinson.”

Pikachu Snatcher
by Anonymous Sender-Inner


